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Abstract—Automatic emotion recognition based on facial expression has been carried out by many 
researchers in computer vision field, mostly to classify six basic emotions defined by psychologist expert 
Ekman: angry, sad, fear, happy, disgust, and surprise. The problem is that in real situations, emotional 
experiences are not strictly separated into six different classes of emotions. Whereas a single emotion can 
naturally elicit other emotions simultaneously, e.g. being sadly angry at the same time. This study 
proposes a fuzzy emotion recognition as a mixture of basic emotions which is a natural characteristic of 
human emotion. Fuzzy emotion utilizes semantic facial features and psychologist expert knowledge 
extracted into a fuzzy inference engine. Semantic facial feature is a high-level feature in facial image 
which describes the condition of facial components, e.g. eyes is open, nose is wrinkle, and so on. The 
performance of the proposed system was tested on the own-made Indonesian Mixed Emotion Dataset 
(IMED) which yielded a promising result with accuracy rate 88.519%, precision 88.519%, and recall 
89.011%. Furthermore, the implementation of the proposed work possibly enhances the real human and 
machine interaction in many applications.  

Keyword: fuzzy emotion, geometric features, knowledge-based fuzzy, mixed emotion, natural emotion 
recognition, semantic facial features 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Emotion is a natural instinct that describes the condition of one's feelings in relation with the surrounding 
environment. Moreover, basic emotion is a fundamental emotion that has a separate characteristic and 
significantly differ from one another [1]. The classification of basic emotion was carried out by psychologist 
Ekman as a result of his long-term study throughout the world which mentioned six types of universal basic 
emotions: angry, sad, fear, happy, disgust, and surprise [2]. This is then used as a reference for many studies 
including research in the field of computer vision and machine learning, to classify six basic classes of emotions. 
Also, various facial expressions datasets with annotated basic emotion were developed such as CK+, JAFFE, 
DISFA, MUG, and many others [3]–[5] to help the analysis of the recognition performance. But in real 
situations, emotional experiences and facial expressions are not strictly separated into different emotion classes. 
This is confirmed based on Ekman's statement that even though six basic types of emotions are universal, there 
are individual variations in displaying facial expressions [6]. Three factors that cause individual variations in 
facial expressions are: 1) static facial signals that distinguish the emotion expression of each person, such as the 
location of cheekbones, eye shape, eyebrow shape, etc.; 2) personal experience and; 3) personal display rule 
which is a characteristic of how an individual expresses emotion. From this explanation it can be deduced that in 
real situation emotion in facial expression is not absolutely separated, but rather ambiguous between individuals.  

Based on psychological analysis, there is a relationship between universal basic emotions with variations in 
individual characteristics in expressing these types of emotions. Moreover, beside basic emotion there is also 
mixed emotion performed by human in a daily life. Whereas existing researches simplify and neglect real 
factors in emotional expression by classifying basic emotions absolutely. Our proposed research is developing 
fuzzy emotion recognition framework as a generalization of mixed emotion. Fuzzy emotion recognition is the 
automatic emotion recognition from facial expression which complies with the principles of psychologists in 
investigating emotions by focusing on changes in facial components as well as accommodating the aspect of 
ambiguity and vagueness in facial expressions. Fuzzy emotion summarizes different human perceptions and 
tolerates uncertain emotion values, unlike many other classifiers including machine learning classifier such as 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [7] and Deep Learning-based classifier [8] which work by classifying discrete 
classes of basic emotions. Moreover, differences in the characteristics of facial expressions can be tolerated by a 
fuzzy knowledge-based system. Thus, the proposed framework can adapt with different degrees and intervals of 
facial expressions and produce fuzzy emotion recognition results. We utilize a novel-semantic facial features to 
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capture the facial component changes which form the facial expression. Semantic facial feature is a high-level 
semantic object feature which is extracted from facial landmarks. This high-level feature has a linguistic 
interpretation and it is understandable by human (e.g. eyes is open, mouth is closed, and so on), unlike other 
facial features based on texture or appearance which are only understandable by machine.  

Our research contribution are as follows. First, we propose a fuzzy emotion model which intuitively and 
naturally mimics the way humans recognize multiple emotions in facial expressions. Second, we propose a 
semantic object level features as a representation of facial components through geometric facial feature 
extraction. Third, we acquire the psychologist knowledge of emotion from facial expression and conceptualize it 
in a rule-based fuzzy inference engine. Furthermore, we also develop facial expression dataset to measure the 
performance of the proposed framework. This dataset consists of several poses of many variations of mixed 
emotion as a combination of basic emotions. Furthermore, our own-made dataset: Indonesian Mixed Emotion 
Dataset (IMED) has been validated by a group of psychologists to ensure the reliability to become a ground 
truth dataset. We believe that this publicly available dataset will enlarge the existing facial expression dataset. 
The ultimate goal of the proposed research is to develop an artificial intelligence system to recognize real 
emotions that can be used for more real human and machine interactions and has a potential implementation in 
many fields such as psychology, education, health, and entertainment. We explain our novelty and the related 
work on the next section, followed by the implementation issues which are discussed into three sections. We test 
and measure the performance of our proposed work and discuss the result on a separate section. The last section 
gives a comprehensive conclusion of our research. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Emotion recognition is an active research challenge in the domain of Social Signal Processing (SSP) [9]. 
Many studies proposed different methods as well as different nonverbal cues as a social signal to recognize 
emotion; from facial expression, eye gaze, vocal intonation, and gesture [10]. Amongst all, facial expression is a 
nonverbal cue which gives more information about human emotion [11]. Many existing researches use facial 
expressions to recognize basic emotion [12]–[15]. Basic emotion recognition becomes popular in the 
community based on assumption that basic emotion classes have clear and distinguished characteristics. 
Meanwhile, less effort has been made on another type of emotion, or mixed emotion class. There are several 
existing studies in the literature which utilized various methods for basic emotion recognition, such as multi-
layer neural network [16], multi-kernel SVM [17], and convolutional neural network (CNN) [18], [19]. Those 
researches were reporting a very good performance. The problem is, human real emotions are not limited to 
basic emotion types only. This remains an open challenge, to recognize human real and natural emotions, in 
terms of mixed emotion. 

Mixed emotions are defined as an affective experiences which activating two or more basic emotions, usually 
in opposite valences such as happy and sad [20]. Another name for this emotion class is complex emotion, 
multiple emotion, blended emotion, compound emotion, and so on. Compound emotion recognition as a 
combination of two different basic emotions in a static image was proposed by Du (2014) using Support Vector 
Machine classifier [21]. Another work for mixed emotion recognition in a temporal image was done by Liliana 
(2017) using Conditional Random Fields [22]. Unfortunately, the limitation of those works are in capturing real 
emotions which were limited only to two basic emotions in a single occurrence in Du [21], and a single basic 
emotion in each image frame which formed a sequence of mixed emotion in Liliana [22]. The novelty of this 
proposed research is to overcome the limitation of the existing studies in recognizing human natural emotion as 
a combination of multiple basic emotions. Fuzzy emotion framework recognizes the occurrence of multiple 
emotions in a facial expression image as well as describes the intensity of each emotion involved. To the best of 
our known, this approach has not been proposed in anywhere. The existing fuzzy approaches were using fuzzy 
logic as a basic emotion classifier [23]–[25], but not in recognizing a real fuzzy emotion. This is different from 
the proposed research, where fuzzy knowledge-based is used for fuzzy emotion recognition to show the fuzzy 
emotions and the fuzzy degrees of each emotion contained in a face image. This is conceptually distinguishing 
between existing research and the proposed research.  

Feature extraction has an important role in classification process. Facial feature selection is a mechanism to 
provide a meaningful representation of a facial expression image. Several feature extraction techniques were 
used for facial expression recognition, most of them were based on facial shape [26], appearance [27], or hybrid 
features which combined shape and appearance features [13],[15]. Active Appearance Model (AAM) is a very 
well-known template-based method that combines shape and appearance features to produce facial landmarks as 
an important facial features [28]. This research utilizes AAM to detect facial important points in an input image 
which results a set of facial points in a cartesian coordinates [29]. The next section describes our proposed work, 
the fuzzy emotion recognition framework. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

Generally, three stages for emotion recognition are: facial area detection, facial feature extraction, and 
emotion recognition [30]. We adopt those stages and depict our proposed work process diagram in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  Stages of fuzzy emotion recognition system 

As depicted in Fig. 1, the initial stage after the input is processed into the system is facial points detection by 
AAM. The system utilizes AAM framework proposed by [29] to detect the important facial points which forms 
a face shape. This face shape is decomposed into several facial components i.e. eyebrow, eyes, nose, and mouth 
which are passed through the next stage for facial feature extraction. In the semantic facial feature extraction 
stage, facial component features are extracted using geometric calculation to result facial feature values. These 
values are then transformed into a semantic facial feature which has two values: linguistic of facial components 
and fuzzy value of facial features. The next stage is fuzzy emotion recognition which takes semantic facial 
feature values as input and produces the fuzzy emotion degrees from the fuzzy emotion knowledge-based which 
is synthesized from the psychologist knowledge on emotion recognition. 

In this work, our own made facial expression dataset or Indonesian Mixed Emotion Dataset (IMED) is used 
to measure the recognition performance of the proposed system since no dataset for mixed emotion exists for 
public. IMED has been annotated by psychologists and is publicly available at http://imed.cs.ui.ac.id. This 
dataset consists of 15 actors who demonstrate various types of posed mixed emotion as well as basic emotions, 
as instructed by the director. Actors are Indonesian people from various ethnicities and ages. The post-
processing phase separated these videos into sequence of image frames. Fig. 2. depicts the IMED actors and 
their facial expressions. The next section will describe the semantic facial feature extraction process. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Actors performing facial expressions in IMED dataset 
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IV. SEMANTIC FACIAL FEATURES EXTRACTION 

Semantic facial feature is more meaningful than low-level feature (e.g. shape or texture) or the ordinary facial 
component features (e.g. eyes or mouth), since each facial component may have different condition. Whereas 
semantic facial feature describes the condition of facial component in a linguistic that is understandable by 
human. As an example, eye has three condition: narrow, normal, and wide. Hence, semantic facial feature is 
better representing the facial component’s state (e.g. eye is wide). Facial points detection is a preliminary step 
prior to the semantic facial features extraction. AAM tools is used to produce the facial points locations. 

A. Active Appearance Model for Facial Points Detection 

Active Appearance Models (AAM) is a template matching model based on statistical methods which captures 
facial points [31]. AAM combines the shape and texture features in an image, resulting facial landmarks consists 
of several points. FPs form facial components that can be used for feature extraction purpose. We use the AAM 
implementation by [29] in a facial image which yields 68 facial points (FP) coordinates. Fig. 3 shows the FPs of 
an AAM template model. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  The visualization of AAM facial points in facial image 

B. Geometric Facial Features 

Semantic facial features extraction is based on geometric facial features which utilizes the location of 
important points on the face in the calculation. This geometric feature is simple and low computation cost is 
needed since it works directly on a pixel basis [32], unlike appearance-based feature which works on the image 
area and involves a numerous data which needs more computational cost. Four facial components are used: 
eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth obtained from the FPs of the AAM result. So, all FPs in Fig. 3 are used except 
FPs on jaw area (FP1–FP17). Two types of geometric facial features are defined on these facial components, 
ellipse eccentricity and distance ratio. 

Ellipse eccentricity describes how curve an ellipse object is. Facial components which have an elliptic (or 
half elliptic) shapes are eyebrows, eyes, and mouth. The formula for eccentricity is shown in the equation (1). 

e = c/a       (1) 

where e denotes the eccentricity feature and c denotes a square root of a2-b2. a is the major axis and b is the 
minor axis of an ellipse. a is a half-width of facial components and b is the half-height of it, applied to eyebrows, 
eyes and mouth. Meanwhile, the second geometric feature or distance ratio is obtained by dividing height to 
width, applied on eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth. We refer the geometric feature extraction process to our 
previously published reference [32]. For each facial component, the result of geometric facial features extraction 
is a set of feature vector which then being processed in a fuzzy facial inference system to gain the semantic 
facial features. 

C. Semantic Facial Features Generation Using Fuzzy Inference Engine 

Geometric features are passing through the semantic fuzzy facial inference engine. This engine is based on 
facial component rules which produces the linguistic condition (or semantic) of the facial component as well as 
the fuzzy value of it. Fuzzy Mamdani method is applied as the inference engine and the defuzzification is based 
on center of gravity method. Table 1 describes the input and output linguistic variables of the fuzzy facial 
inference engine, where each input has three membership functions: low, medium, and high. 
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TABLE I.  Semantic facial features from fuzzy inference engine 

Facial 
Component 

Input 
(geometric features) 

Output (semantic interpretation) 

Eyebrows eccentricity lower normal raise 

distance ratio 

Eyes eccentricity narrow normal wide 

distance ratio 

Nose distance ratio normal wrinkle - 

Mouth eccentricity narrow normal widely open 

distance ratio 

Based on Table 1 we can read that the geometric features input are processed through the fuzzy facial 
inference engine and resulting the semantic facial features as output, which have both real and linguistic values. 
Real values as an output of defuzzification process are fed into the next fuzzy knowledge-based emotion 
classifier, and the linguistic values are matched with the stored fuzzy emotion rules. The process is discussed on 
the next section. 

V. FUZZY KNOWLEDGE-BASED FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION 

The knowledge-based fuzzy for emotion recognition consists of a set of rules to interpret emotion from facial 
component changes, as defined by psychologist expert Ekman [6]. Fuzzy knowledge-based is different from 
conventional knowledge-based which explicitly looks for rules that are contained in a rule-base. Fuzzy is more 
adaptive in invoking rules and resulting fuzzy degrees in the range of 0-1. Fuzzy conceptualization is the 
process to represent the problem in fuzzy terms. Fuzzy terms use natural linguistic or language variables that are 
understood by humans in everyday life. Fuzzy linguistic variables have both quantitative and qualitative value; 
the quantitative value is a real value and the qualitative value is the linguistic value, e.g. low, medium, high. The 
entire process of the fuzzy emotion recognition framework is described on the following subsections. 

A. Framework Design 

Fuzzy emotion recognition framework design is depicted in Fig. 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.  Fuzzy emotion recognition framework 

Input variables are four Semantic FF (Facial Features) of facial components: eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth. 
These values are obtained from the previous stage, semantic facial features extraction. Unlike any other works 
which design the emotion into a single output variable with basic emotion classes as the membership functions; 
we separate output into six fuzzy emotion variables: angry, disgust, happy, fear, sad, and surprise. This is based 
on a reason that basic emotion classes are not exist in a continuous interval. According to a psychologist, each 
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emotion class has its own dimension as well as linguistic values, e.g. happy has three linguistic values: slight, 
medium, and extreme happy [2]. Hence, our proposed framework best captures the psychologist knowledge in 
interpreting real emotion in human face. The center rectangle in Fig. 4 is the fuzzy emotion inference engine 
which transforms input into output based on fuzzy emotion knowledge which is stored in the system. 

B. Fuzzy Emotion Inference System 

Fuzzy emotion inference system involves semantic facial features input, emotion rule base, and fuzzy 
emotion output. The process inside the fuzzy emotion inference system is described in Fig. 5. Initially, the 
semantic facial features input x and y are fuzzified using fuzzifier module, resulting fuzzy membership degrees 
μ(x) and μ(y). The fuzzy inference module consists of inference engine and fuzzy rule-base which process the 
fuzzy input μ(x) and μ(y) to result the fuzzy aggregate membership degree μ(z). The last step is defuzzifier 
module which converts the fuzzy value μ(z) into real output value z. 

 
Fig. 5.  Fuzzy emotion inference system process 

This work implements Fuzzy Sugeno type-0 inference method with constant output based on the reason that 
emotion output has a categorical value, thus Fuzzy Sugeno type-0 is suitable for such case. Constant value is set 
as: 1 for low; 2 for medium; and 3 for high as fuzzy output value. After the defuzzification step, the value of 
fuzzy emotion will be normalized in the range [0,1]. 

Fig 6. shows the example of fuzzy input membership function for eyes. The interval value of the horizontal 
axis is an input value obtained from the semantic facial feature values, while the vertical axis indicates the 
degree of membership or fuzzy value. Three triangular membership functions are narrow, normal, and wide. The 
parameter setting is manually tuned based on experiments. 

 
Fig. 6.  Fuzzy input variable: eyes 

Each fuzzy emotion knowledge-base contains a set of rules for a specific basic emotion class. Thus, there are 
six separated rule-base in our proposed system. As an example, fuzzy emotion rules are as follows: 

1. IF eyebrow is lower AND eye is normal AND mouth is widely open THEN angry is high 

2. IF eyebrow is raise AND nose is wrinkle AND mouth is narrow THEN disgust is medium 

3. IF eyebrow is normal AND eye is narrow AND mouth is narrow THEN fear is low 
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Fuzzy emotion works by selecting rules with match with the input from the stored rule-base and generating 
fuzzy emotion values. The output is based on the composition of some fuzzy rules which are invoked by some 
input configuration. Then, defuzzification and normalization are performed to obtain fuzzy values from each 
emotion class in the interval [0,1], using the weighted average sum method as in equation 2. 

             (2)
 

Where n is the number of input variable, α is the output membership degree, z is the real output value in 
horizontal axis and Z is the fuzzy emotion intensity generated by the Fuzzy Sugeno inference method.   

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 After the recognition process, the highest fuzzy emotion value represents the highest intensity of emotion 
class that an image belongs to. But, the other emotions which may also occur simultaneously are not eliminated 
and considered as the mixed emotion at different intensities. This is the strength of fuzzy emotion to represent 
human real emotion. Fig. 7 shows the example of our system. 

 
Fig. 7.  Fuzzy emotion recognition output 

 Fig. 8 shows the output of fuzzy emotion recognition system. The visual bar next to the facial image 
represents the intensity of emotion which occurs with value range [0,1]. The highest value is in disgust class 
(with intensity 0.61889), hence it becomes the result of the classification. But there is also a slight anger in it 
(with intensity 0.28606). So, the image consists of disgust and angry emotions. Another result example where 
multiple emotion co-exists is displayed on Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8.  Multiple emotions result 

As seen on Fig. 8, three multiple emotions co-exist (sad, fear, and angry) with the highest emotion intensity is 
angry (0.66342). We do not remove other emotions which reveal, instead we preserve emotions as an important 
information contained in an image. We manage separate fuzzy knowledge based for each emotion class, hence 
the result resembles an emotion analysis done by a psychologist, instead of a voting mechanism as in other 
classifiers 

We conduct a testing to measure the performance of our proposed fuzzy emotion recognition. The dataset 
used is IMED which consists of 270 facial images for testing with a balance number of images for six emotion 
classes: 45 angry, 45 disgust, 45 fear, 45 happy, 45 sad, 45 surprise. We perform the fuzzy emotion recognition 
and analyse the recognition results. The confusion matrix is presented on Table 2. 
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TABLE 2.  Confusion matrix of IMED testing 

 An Di Fe Ha Sa Su 

An 39 0 2 2 2 0 

Di 2 40 1 2 0 0 

Fe 3 1 39 2 0 0 

Ha 0 1 3 40 1 0 

Sa 3 0 0 2 40 0 

Su 1 0 0 2 1 41 

*An = angry, Di = disgust, Fe = fear, Ha = happy, Sa = sad, Su = surprise 

Based on the confusion matrix on Table 2, the average accuracy rate is 88.519% for IMED testing. We also 
present the precision and recall of each emotion class and summarize the result on Table 3. 

TABLE 3.  Precision-Recall of IMED 

Emotion Precision (%) Recall (%) 

Angry 86.667 81.250 

Disgust 88.889 95.238 

Fear 86.667 86.667 

Happy 88.889 80.000 

Sad 88.889 90.909 

Surprise 91.111 100.00 

average 88.519 89.011 

Result on Table 3 shows that the highest precision (91.111%) and recall (100%) is surprise class. While the 
lowest precision is angry and fear (86.667%) and the lowest recall is happy (80%). The average precision rate is 
88.519% and the average recall rate is 89.011%. We visualize the precision and recall result on a graphic in Fig. 
9 to see the difference in each emotion class. 

 
Fig. 9.  Graphic of precision-recall of IMED testing 

According to the graphic on Fig. 9 which shows the precision-recall of IMED testing, the difference between 
precision and recall is consistent in four emotion classes (disgust, fear, sad, and surprise), except for angry and 
happy classes where the precision is higher than the recall. The highest precision means that the system has 
precisely recognized the emotion class, with less misclassification class. While the highest recall means that the 
recognition result consists of many actual emotion classes and less false emotion class. Our proposed system 
results a high accuracy rate as well as precision and recall. It means that the result of the testing on IMED 
dataset consists more true positive values, or the system returns most of the relevant recognition result.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper implements fuzzy emotion recognition as a natural human emotion which tolerates the ambiguity 
and multiple emotion occurrence in facial expression. Fuzzy emotion is a generalization of mixed emotion 
which is a real human emotion displayed in a daily life interaction. The novelty of the proposed work is 
exposing the high-level feature extraction called semantic facial features and the fuzzy knowledge-based 
extracted from the psychologist knowledge and stored in a fuzzy inference engine. Thus, the recognition mimics 
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the way a psychologist analyses emotion from a facial expression and facial component changes. The result of 
the testing using own-made Indonesian Mixed Emotion Dataset (IMED) shows that the proposed system gained 
high accuracy rate 88.519%, precision 88.519%, and recall 89.011%. For the future works, the study considers 
optimizing the parameter of fuzzy emotion inference system to increase the recognition results. 
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